Calendar of trips and trips of the Union to June 2018.
ATTENTION!
1. One-day non-category weekend trips, calculated on ordinary healthy people, and do not require
special training and equipment. They are produced for safe areas and have been tested by repeated
repetitions for many years. To ensure safe participation in the common enough security measures and
the usual conscious cautious everyday behavior. Tourists participating in such travel should be careful,
cautious, reasonable, expect their strength and ability to participate in the journey. Tourists
themselves ensure their safety, they themselves determine the possibility of their participation in the
harm to health, and with a deterioration of well-being can at any time interrupt the passage of the
route and stop at rest or even get back on the bus.
2. In the warm season, you need to beware of tick bites. Tourists should have vaccinations against
encephalitis and to be dressed in overalls. Not vaccinated and without overalls tourists travel at their
own peril and risk. Important measures to prevent bite of ticks are frequent close inspection of parts.
The body, touching the grass and tree branches and removing the detected ticks.
3. Outfit - good mountain boots and leggings for protecting feet from moisture and snow, jacket, cap,
backpack 25-30 liters. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have track sticks, sunglasses, a hooded
jacket, scarf, gloves.
4. The trip will take place in any weather, but the route can be changed by the decision of the group.
On the departure day telephone negotiations with a guide are possible from 07:00 am. morning.
5. Public Association "TUK" is not responsible for the things left in beads and also in the office.

02.06.2018 (Sat) Canyons of the Red Bridge
One-day trekking in the canyons of red sandstones ("Eolian castles") of the Boom gorge, inspection of
natural sculptures.
- The length of the auto route: 270 km., walking route: 9 km. Maximum altitude difference 330m., Place
start of 1470m. - finish place 1800m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of light intensity, requiring elementary skills of finding in
mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) sunscreen cream and
raincoat.
- Cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 550 som / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 360 soms /
person.)

- Perhaps the presence of children on a trip of 12 years and older, strictly with their parents.

02.06.2018 (Sat) The hut of the "Racek"
A one-day hike to the "Racek" hut, a visit to the Ak-Sai glacier, a waterfall - picnic,
return to the parking lot of the bus - transfer to Bishkek.

- The length of the auto route: 90 km., Walking route: 13 km. Maximum height difference 1200m., Place
start 2200m. - place of finish 3380m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of an average level of training and requiring elementary skills in finding
mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l., track sticks, sunscreen and raincoat.
- Cost of transport and payment for entrance tickets to the National Park "Ala-Archa" for group 15
person: 450 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 350 soms / person.).
- ATTENTION! Increased difficulty in climbing the hut.

02.06.2018 (Sat) Lake Borulu (Kok-Kol )
One-day trekking to the waterlogged Lake Borulu in the Sokuluk Gorge. The lake was founded in 1885 in
the result of the Belovodsky earthquake.
- The length of the auto route: 140 km., Walking route: 8-10 km. The maximum height difference is
500 m.,
place start 1400m. - place of finish-1900m. Check out at 08:00 in the morning.
- Non-category campaign of initial and intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood,
sunglasses, baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have
track sticks, sunscreen cream, raincoat, spray against ticks and mat.
The cost of transport for a group of 13-15 people: 470 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 350
soms / person.)

03.06.2018 (Sun) The passage from the gorge Kashka-Suu in the tract Boyrok.
One-day trek from the gorge Kashka-Suu in the tract Boyrok ,. - picnic, return to the site of Boykrok to
the parking of the bus - transfer to Bishkek. Conditions of participation: Non-category campaign of the
average level of training and requiring elementary skills of finding in the mountains. Do not require any
special equipment for trekking.
- Cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 400 som / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 280 soms /
person.)
- It is possible to climb the lift to the campsite Kashka-Suu, the preliminary cost of lifting -150 som /
person.

03.06.2018 (Sun) The Ak-Tuz-Chon-Kemin crossing.
One-day transition from the Ak-Tuz valley to the Chon-Kemin valley in the village of. Tegirmenti.

We expect to see: a beautiful view of the Zailiysky Range, Kungoy Ala-Too, Kyrgyz ridges and a
panoramic view of the Ak-Tuz and Chon-Kemin valleys.
- The length of the auto route: 370 km., Walking route: 18 km. The beginning of the hike is 2211m - an
unnamed pass of 2892m, the maximum height difference is 700m., Departure 08.00 am.
- A non-category campaign of intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills of
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have track sticks, a sunscreen
cream and a raincoat.
- Cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 600 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 400 som /
person.) - ATTENTION! Increased difficulty in climbing the pass.

09 - 10.06. 2018 (Sat-Sun) Lake Son-Kul 3016m.
Two-day trip to Son-Kul lake, departure from Bishkek on Saturday, early morning travel through the
reservoirs of Orto-Tokoy, Kochkor village and Kalmak-Ashuu pass, lunch and walk on the lake shore.
Overnight in yurts in the yurt town of Baatai-Aral. Resurrection - free program until 14:00 (walk on the
shore of the lake, horseback riding at will or trekking in the mountains). At 14:30 departure to Bishkek.
- The length of the auto route: 600 km, on foot: 2-3 km.
- Non-category trip for two days for people of primary and secondary level of training.
- The cost of transportation and organization (consultancy) costs for a group of 12 people: 2300 som /
person (for members of the Union ... "1800 soms / person.).
- The cost of the tour does not include the cost of food and equipment.
- The cost of overnight accommodation in yurts with breakfast + dinner 900 soms per person. Those
who have equipment can establish their tents at the yurt camp and not pay for accommodation. The
price does not include lunches.
- additional information: horse for hire per day 800 soms.

08-09-10.06.2018 (Fri-Sat-Sun) The annual "Turiad 2018"
A three-day hike along the Kyrgyz Ala-Too ridge, crossing the Tuyuk-Shamshy pass, two overnight stays
in tents, returning to Bishkek by the evening of the third day.

1 day - the trek begins from the house "Kegeti" up to the gorge Kol-Tor, the first overnight at the TuyukShamshynsky pass.
Day 2 - across to the Shamshy gorge through the Tuyuk-Shamshynsky pass and overnight on a glade
near the Shah's house.
Day 3 - a radial exit along the Tuyuk Shamshynsky gorge and descent to the main Shamshi gorge to the
finish point.
- During the hike will be practical classes on the technique of overcoming mountain relief of different
types, the use of climbing equipment in mountain tourism and overcoming the mountain river.

- At the end of the second day, competitions are planned on the technique of mountain tourism and
songs by the fire.
- The length of the auto route: 180 km., Walking route: 34-36 km. The maximum height difference is
1950m, the starting point is 1800m - the pass is 3700m - the finish place is 1850m.
- Mountain trekking is an average level of training and requires elementary skills of being in the
mountains. The Tuyuk-Shamshy pass is 3700 m high, complexity 1A. Upon successful passage of the
campaign participants will receive the "Tourist of Kyrgyzstan" badge and can claim the participation of
the 1st and 2nd category of complexity for the III category in mountain tourism in this or the next
season.
Mandatory equipment - good mountain boots, windbreaker jacket, raincoat, sunglasses that do not miss
the ultraviolet rays of the sun, gloves, head covering covering the ears and face from the sun.
Equipment - Tent 2-3 local, sleeping bag, karemat, marching sticks and backpack 60-70l.
The cost of transport for a group of 32 people: 800 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 500
soms / person.)
- The tour does not include food and equipment.
Departure 08.06.2017.at 08: 00.

08.06.2018 (Fri) Lake Kol-Tor, Kegeti gorge.
One-day trekking in the gorge. Kol-Tor, visiting the high-altitude lake Kol-Tor 2733m.
- The length of the auto route: 170 km, walking route: 14 km. The maximum height difference is 900
meters, the starting point is 1800 meters. - the finish place is 2733m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills of
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, track sticks,
sunglasses, baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have a sunscreen, a
raincoat and a spray against mites.
- Cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 500 som / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 350 soms
/ person.)

09.06.2018 (Sat) Panorama of the Adigine.
One-day hike in the gorge of Ala-Archa, panorama of Adygine, picnic, return to the parking of the bus transfer to Bishkek. Check out at 08:00.
- A non-category campaign of intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills of
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l., And track sticks. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have a
sunscreen and a raincoat.
- The cost of transport and payment for entrance tickets to the National Park "Ala-Archa" for a group of
15 people: 450 som / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 350 soms / person.).

09.06.2018 (Sat) Lake Borulu (Kok-Kol )

One-day trekking to the waterlogged Lake Borulu in the Sokuluk Gorge. The lake was founded in 1885 as
a result of the Belovodsky earthquake.
- The length of the auto route: 140 km., Walking route: 8-10 km. The maximum height difference is 500
m., The launching place is 1400 m. - place of finish-1900m. Check out at 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of initial and intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary
skills of finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood,
sunglasses, baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have track sticks,
sunscreen, raincoat, spray against mites and mat.
The cost of transport for a group of 13-15 people: 470 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 350
soms / person.)

09.06.2018 (Sat) Shamsi gorge, Tuura-Kaiyna.
One-day trek in the Shamsi gorge in Tuura-kaiyn. Lunch-picnic, return to the parking lot of the bus transfer to Bishkek.
- The length of the auto route: 200 km., On foot: 8-9 km. The maximum height difference is 250-300 m.,
The place of the start is 1950 m - the finish place is 2250 m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of initial and intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary
skills of finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood,
sunglasses, baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have track sticks, a
sunscreen cream, a raincoat and a spray against ticks.
The cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 500 som / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 370
soms / person.)

10.06.2018 (Su) Karagai-Bulak.
One-day trekking in the Karagai Bulak gorge, the transition from the Kegety gorge to the Tuyuk Issyk-Ata
through the pass 2540m.
- The length of the auto route: 170 km., On foot: 12-13 km. The maximum peak height is 1000m, the
starting point is 1550m - the pass is 2540m - the finish place is 1500m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills of
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have track sticks, a sunscreen
cream, a raincoat and a spray against ticks.
The cost of transport for a group of 12-15 people: 500 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 360
soms / person.)
- ATTENTION! Increased difficulty in climbing the pass.

10.06.2018 (Sun) Panorama of 270 degrees - Waterfall - Petroglyphs.

One-day trekking in the Chunkurchak gorge, a visit to the Pigeon waterfall 30 meters high, access to the
ridge to the panoramic peak, a panorama view of 270 degrees, a picnic, a return to the parking lot of the
bus-transfer to Bishkek.
- The length of the auto route: 70km, walking route: 10km. Maximum height difference is 700 m., Place
Start 1500m - the finish place is 2200m. Check out 08:00 in the morning.
- A non-category campaign of intermediate level of preparation and requiring elementary skills of
finding in the mountains. Outfit - good mountain boots, a windbreak jacket with a hood, sunglasses,
baseball cap, cap, backpack 25-30l., And track sticks. It is desirable (but not necessary) to have a
sunscreen, a raincoat and a spray against mites.
The cost of transport for a group of 15 people: 400 soms / person. (for members of the "Union ..." 280
soms / person.).

